
A rcflclion (or flip) is a movement of a geometric figure
a<rots or in a certain line. The resulting congruent figure is

called the image of the first figure under a reflection.

This reflection in the line

x : 1 can be written as

rr: ,(AABC) : AA'B'C' .

Corresponding parts of
AABC and LA'B' C' are the
same distance from the line

of reflection, but on

opposite sides.

Read each problem. Circle the letter of the best answer.

Use this diagram to answer questions 1-4.

1 lf rr:o(PQRs) : P'Q'R'S', what are the

coordinates of point Q'2

A (-3, 5) C (3, -5)

B (-1, 5) D (3, -1)

2 Which reflection of PQRS would result in

point P' being located at (-4, 2)?

A rr:-t(PQR9 : P'Q'R'S'

B r,:,(PQR$: P'Q'R'S'

C rr:-I(PQRS) : P'Q'R'S'

D rr: r(PQRS) : P'Q'R'S' ,

]f PQRS were reflected in the line | : 2 to
produce P'Q'R'S', what would be the
coordinates of P'?

A (2,0) C

B (2, 1) D

4 tt pQnS were reflected across the y-axis to
produce P'Q'R'S', which statement would
not be true?

A Q and Q'would be 6 units apart.

B PQ- and P-? would be parallel.

C R'would have coordinates (-5, 5).

D PQRS and P'Q'R'S'would be congruent.

(2,2)

(2, 4)



Read each problem. Write your answers.
4-

5 Look al AABC on the coordinate plane at right.

A On the plane, draw AA'B'C', the image of
LABC under a reflection in the line y : 6.

B Explain how you knew where to draw AA'B'C' .

6 Look at EFGH on this coordinate plane,

A Emiko reflected EFGH across a certain line to produce E'F'G'H' . lf
the coordinates of F' are (5, 5), what was the line of reflection?

Answer:

B Describe the reflection from part A in reflection notation.

Answer:

C On the plane, draw E'F'G'H', the image of EFGH under the

reflection described in parts A and B.


